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Congratulations for choosing the Booma RC DualBat.  
DualBat is designed for giant scale RC and Robotics enthusiasts by 
a giant scale RC and Robotics enthusiast. DualBat comes to you in 
a compact, light weight and affordable package.

Before you install DualBat please take the time to 
read these instructions. A few simple steps will have 
you successfully using this product in no time at all. 

DualBat Features:
- Complete Battery Isolation of a problem battery in the case of a bad 
cell or flat battery.
- Fail Safe Switching - between the battery with the best power. 
- Automatic Internal Voltage Monitoring - of each battery. 
- Works with all Battery Types.
- Input Voltage up to 45 volts.
- 2 x 10 Amp constant current capability.
- 2 x 15 Amp for 20 seconds.
- 2 x 180 Amp Absolute maximum for 8.3 msec. 
- Micro-Power design - no power consumption until the load circuit (re-
ceiver) is switched on. You can leave DualBat connected indefinitely.
- Temperature rated to 160 Degrees Celsius.
- Weight 10 grams.
- Dimensions 32mm x 15mm (1.24 x 0.6 inches).
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DO’S and DON’TS
DualBat comes with 2 completely independent solid state isolat-
ing circuits and is designed to be used 2 batteries with the same 
chemistry and cell count. A matched pair of batteries will give best 
performance.

DO NOT use DualBat with batteries of different voltages or 
different battery chemistries unless you are an advanced user 
that is aware of the consequences. Mixing of different battery 
voltages or chemistry types when using DualBat may cause the 
battery with the highest voltage to be consumed first. This may 
be desirable if you are experienced with modeling or Robotics, 
however you do this at your own risk.

It is recommended that DualBat dual battery version is used in 
conjunction with a Booma RC Intelliswitch or Wallaby Switch for 
battery fail-safe single receiver usage. 
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Typical Connection Examples for 
DualBat.
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12 Month Replacement Warranty 

Booma RC will replace this product within 12 months if found to 
be defective in material and/or workmanship when used in the 
intended purpose. The warranty does not cover - Shipping charges 
related to any warranty claim. An over voltage or over current 
usage beyond stated specification. Damage due to system failure,  
negligence, abuse, accident, improper installation or freezing. 
Loss of time, inconvenience, loss of model, or other incidental or 
consequential damages.


